Moser Baer Trust completes its 10 years; touches lives of over one lakh fifty beneficiaries


Launches ‘Dharohar’-An Art and Culture promotion initiative




Culminate its annual CSR week and celebrates ‘Sangam’
Launches NASSCOM(a digital literacy program; ‘Digi Connect’) and Durgapur Project(a livelihood
initiative)

New Delhi/Noida, December 5th, 2015: Moser Baer Trust, the corporate social responsibility arm of
Moser Baer Group, enduring its commitments and endeavours towards empowering and enhancing the
lifestyle of the marginalized section of the society, today completed its impactful ten years. The Trust
celebrated this remarkable occasion at Moser Baer facility in Noida, Uttar Pradesh. The event had the
gracious presence of Ms. Rita Kaul, Director, Educomp, as Guest of Honour and Ms. Nita Puri, Trustee,
Moser Baer Trust.
In a decade long and remarkable journey, the trust has touched the lives of over one lakh and fifty
thousand beneficiaries. The achievement demonstrates Moser Baer Trust’s vision of making the society
a better place for the weaker sections and also makes them self-reliant. The trust has always focused on
addressing the issues of Education, Youth development, Health, and Livelihoods by introducing need
based interventions and initiatives.
To continue with its emphasis on need based interventions, the trust has launched a new program,
Dharohar – an art and culture promotion initiative for tribal communities of India. The newly launched
programme will recognize and promote the traditions, folk & culture, artworks of tribal communities,
and provide them a commercial platform, which will ensure a better livelihood to them.
The traditional dance performance, ‘Shaila’ and ‘Gendi’ was performed by tribal artists from Madhya
Pradesh. The tribes also showcased their bamboo craft work in the special exhibition held at the event.
Speaking on the successful journey of Moser Baer Trust, Ms. Ranu Kulshrestha, Group Head, CSR &
Chief Executive, Moser Baer Trust, shared “During the first 10 years, we were able to reach out to more
than 1,50,000 beneficiaries in over 150 villages. Considering this, our goal for the next 10 years will be to
reach out to 5,00,000 beneficiaries and at the same time make the initial beneficiaries self-sufficient.
The biggest take away has been the beneficiaries themselves, many of our beneficiaries are now
associated with us as volunteers making the programs more impactful and relevant.”
The event culminated with the felicitation of volunteers associated with the Trust.

About Moser Baer Trust:

The Trust came into existence in July 2005 and ever since its inception has been in the forefront in
intervening with contiguous communities in assisting them to address the challenges they face. The
Trust is committed to achieve the Country Development Goals as well as the Millennium Development
Goals wherever it operates. The Trust functions on self-sustainable basis, generating funds through
partnerships with various stakeholders.
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